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Highlights

Fabricated FibraValves that

maintained unidirectional blood

flow in vivo

Demonstrated focused rotary jet

spinning as medical implant

fabrication platform

Manufactured micro- and

nanofiber scaffolds that mimic

native valve mechanics

Spun fiber-based heart valve

replacements in minutes
Many children suffer from heart valve diseases that necessitate valve replacement.

Current heart valve replacement strategies do not grow alongside the patient and

require repeat surgeries. Utilizing recent advances in fiber spinning, this work

details FibraValves as a potential cardiac implant that will help patients regrow a

native valve from their own cells. FibraValves were fabricated using focused rotary

jet spinning and showed acute functionality in sheep, revealing the potential for

clinical translation of this technology.
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PROGRESS AND POTENTIAL

Children worldwide suffer from

heart valve disease and often

require open heart surgeries for

valve replacements.

Unfortunately, current heart valve

replacements do not grow

alongside the child, necessitating

repeat high-risk surgeries

throughout the pediatric patient’s

life. This work introduces

FibraValves, heart valve

replacements fabricated in

minutes that comprise of fibers

produced by focused rotary jet

spinning. FibraValves are

manufactured using

biodegradable polymer fibers
SUMMARY

Pediatric heart valve disease affects children worldwide and neces-
sitates valve replacements that remodel and grow with the patient.
Current valve manufacturing technologies struggle to create valves
that facilitate native tissue remodeling for permanent replace-
ments. Here, we present focused rotary jet spinning (FRJS) for
implantable medical devices, such as heart valves, to address this
challenge. Combining RJS and a focused air stream, FRJS prints
FibraValves, micro- and nanofibrous heart valves, in minutes. The
micro- and nanoscale features provide structural cues to orient cells
at the biotic-abiotic interface, while the centimeter-scale valve
shape regulates cardiac flow. We built valves using poly(L-lactide-
co-Ɛ-caprolactone) fiber scaffolds, which supported rapid cellular
infiltration and displayed native valve-like mechanical properties.
Evaluating clinical translatability, we assessed acute performance
in a large animal model using a transcatheter delivery approach.
These tests indicate that FRJS is a viable method for manufacturing
heart valves and future medical implants.
that allow for the patient’s cells to

attach and remodel the implanted

scaffold, eventually building a

native valve that can grow and live

with the child throughout their life.

These valves were tested in vitro

and deployed in acute in vivo

studies to evaluate their ability to

maintain unidirectional blood flow

in the heart. Together, these

results suggest the potential

translation of FibraValves as future

cardiac implants, eliminating the

need for repeated valve

replacements in children.
INTRODUCTION

Congenital and rheumatic heart disease are significant pediatric health issues,

affecting roughly 12 million and 40 million children, respectively.1–3 These patients

often suffer from heart valve lesions and structural abnormalities, which necessitate

cardiac interventions in the form of valve repair or replacement.4 Heart valve re-

placements performed in children often require open heart surgeries and lifelong

anticoagulation therapies.5–7 Further, the pediatric valve recipients may outgrow

the implant, thus requiring repeated interventions.8

In efforts to provide a regenerative approach, tissue-engineered heart valves

(TEHVs) have been suggested as a potential solution.7,9–11 These valve replace-

ments have shown initial promise, exhibiting remodeling capacities in acute and

chronic large-animal models.12–23 To promote tissue remodeling and self-repair,

TEHV studies have primarily focused on fabricating scaffolds that mimic the extracel-

lular matrix (ECM), a micro- and nanofibrous protein network that provides structure

to tissues. The TEHV scaffolds allow the host’s cells to infiltrate, proliferate, and

remodel as heart valve tissue.24 Many traditional tissue engineering techniques uti-

lize cell-based manufacturing to create ECM protein-based chemical cues that drive

tissue remodeling in situ.25 Unfortunately, cell-based approaches, including cellular-

ized and decellularized matrices, often take weeks to months to develop, making

them costly and largely prohibitive.26
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Cell-free, synthetic in situ replacements require shorter fabrication times and have

shown initial success maintaining valve function while allowing cellular infiltration

and remodeling.12,18,27–31 Synthetic heart valve scaffold manufacturing techniques

include hydrogel molding,32 3D bioprinting,33 and fiber spinning.34 Hydrogel mold-

ing provides a customizable and reproducible method with facile manipulation of

hydrogel material properties35,36; unfortunately, molding-based processes do not

recreate micro- and nanoscale size features characteristic of the ECM. Similarly,

3D printing approaches offer highly customizable and reproducible valve geome-

tries33,37 but are unable to replicate the micro- and nanoscale features of valve scaf-

folds due to the trade-off between print resolution and production rate.38 For fiber

spinning techniques, electrospinning is commonly used to produce micro- and

nanofiber sheets as ECM analogs.27,30,39 Unfortunately, electrospinning is not able

to recreate the 3D macroscale shape of the valve and requires post-processing to

form the necessary leaflet geometries. Despite the distinguishing features of these

fabrication methods, they do not achieve recapitulation of the valve ECM architec-

tures in a cost- and time-efficient manner. Our group previously reported

JetValves31 to address this issue; however, there were remaining improvements to

be made in the manufacturing, fiber material, and valve geometrical design.

In this study, we sought to overcome these limitations by developing focused rotary jet

spinning (FRJS)38 for on-demand fabrication of customizable, native-like 3D heart

valves. This system exploits centrifugal forces and focused air flow to engineer syn-

thetic fibers and control their assembly via conformal deposition on a customizable

valve collection mandrel. The rapid manufacturing capabilities of FRJS allow for the

spinning of micro- and nanofibrous heart valve scaffolds (FibraValves) in less than

10 min, while the conformal collection supports the development of complex macro-

scale valve-shaped structures. We synthesized and tested a synthetic polymer,

poly(L-lactide-co-Ɛ-caprolactone) (PLCL), in heart valve scaffolds, as it displayed

native-like mechanical properties and allowed for increased cellular infiltration. Addi-

tionally, we investigated FibraValve performance in vitro, evaluating the valve’s ability

to regulate cardiac flow, and in vivo, assessing acute performance and functionality in a

large-animal model using a transcatheter delivery approach. The use of the PLCL ma-

terial, facilitating increased cellular infiltration, combined with the conformal deposi-

tion capabilities of FRJS enabled improved valve geometrical designs and perfor-

mance compared with JetValves. These data suggest the effectiveness of FRJS as a

manufacturing platform for on-demand production of medical implants.
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RESULTS

Valve design strategy and manufacturing capabilities

Pulmonary valves are trileaflet valves characterized by a load-bearing micro- and

nanofibrous collagen network with leaflet thicknesses of roughly 0.3–0.7 mm40 (Fig-

ure 1A). Valvular function is maintained over millions of cycles due to the tissue’s

elastic properties and the leaflets’ curved geometry, which combine to support

physiological blood flow.40,41 We intended to design a pulmonary valve that was

immediately functional after implantation and recapitulated key aspects of the

native ECM to encourage cell infiltration. The design and production strategy

included elastomeric polymer synthesis, mandrel printing, FibraValve spinning,

and in vitro evaluation to ensure functionality prior to large-animal implantation

(Figure 1B).

To fabricate micro- and nanofiber-based valve scaffolds, we utilized FRJS,38,42 which

allows for consistent, rapid, and reproducible production of polymeric fibers in the
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Figure 1. FibraValve design strategy and manufacturing capabilities

(A) Heart valves, such as the pulmonary valve, regulate and control cardiac flow.

(B) The design strategy to build a replacement valve shows an overview of the production and testing sequence that is often limited in the manufacturing

portion.

(C) The focused rotary jet spinning (FRJS) system allows for rapid polymer fiber deposition onto a collection mandrel via a focused air stream. The

production process starts with an empty collection mandrel that is then coated with fibers before the valve is cut off and removed.

(D) Designs are customizable and sized to be inserted into stents for implants.

(E) The valves are fabricated from micro- and nanofibers that mimic the ECM.

(F) Manufacturing times for valves on the FRJS system are on the scale of minutes. Thickness measurements were taken on the leaflet portion of the valve

after spinning fibers for the indicated amount of time (n = 3 valves). Error bars represent standard error of the mean.
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form of 3D valvular scaffolds (Figures 1C and S1). For FRJS, similar to previous RJS-

based platforms,43–45 centrifugal forces generate micro- and nanoscale fibers from a

synthetic polymer solution. The FRJS consists of a high-speed rotating reservoir that

extrudes polymer jets through orifices (diameter = 400 mm) on its side wall. Radial

centrifugal forces expel the polymer solution through the orifices and into elongated

jets.45,46 The polymer jets extend into thin liquid streams where there is concurrent

polymer chain entanglement and solvent evaporation, in turn forming continuous fi-

bers.47 During fiber formation, the polymer solution’s viscosity resists potential

beading caused by surface tension of the solvent.48 To improve collection efficiency,

the FRJS system employs a focused air jet positioned behind the rotating reservoir to

direct the fibers into a focused stream onto the valve-shaped collection mandrel.
1862 Matter 6, 1860–1879, June 7, 2023
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The valve scaffolds are then embossed (while still on the collection mandrel) to

create deeper curvature in the leaflets (Figure S2D). This FibraValve manufacturing

process allows for minimal manufacturing steps: (1) mandrel design, (2) fiber scaffold

collection, (3) leaflet embossing, and (4) trimming and suturing into a final shape

(Figures 1C and S2).

Leveraging this manufacturing capability, fibrous pulmonary valve scaffolds can be

produced (Figure 1). The seamless collectionmethod allows for the creation of entire

valve geometries without reliance on post-processing of flat fiber sheets, which is

necessary for other fabrication techniques.12,13,16 Processing of these flat sheets in-

cludes physical modifications (such as bending, folding, and suturing) that may

potentiate discontinuities, inconsistencies in properties such as leaflet shape, and

delamination in the prosthesis. Scanning electron micrographs revealed the overall

circumferential alignment of the fibers, induced by rotating the collection mandrel

(Figure S3). This anisotropic organization mimics the directionality of the load-

bearing circumferential collagen network found in the fibrosa layer of the native

valve leaflet.31,40 The FibraValve’s circumferential alignment is lower than the anisot-

ropy of the native fibrosa layer. However, the crosshatch fiber assembly ensures

biaxial loading capabilities that, in the native valve leaflet, are provided by the ven-

tricularis layer, composed mostly of radially aligned elastin fibers.49 After spinning

and suturing into a nitinol stent, the valves showed a homogeneous surface without

delaminating fibers (Figure 1D). The fiber production capabilities of FRJS enabled

the spinning of valves with 0.5 mm wall thickness (total valve weight: �1 g) in less

than 10 min (Figure 1F; Video S1). FibraValves were fabricated with production rates

up to 0.2 g/min, orders of magnitude faster than electrospinning systems (between

0.000167 and 0.0167 g/min)50 typically used for fiber-based tissue engineered scaf-

fold development, including heart valves27 and blood vessels.51 The FRJS system of-

fers two important capabilities: control over multiscale resolutions, from micro- and

nanofiber spinning to complex scaffold geometries on the centimeter scale, and a

high fiber production rate, enabling rapid manufacturing.
Scaffold design, characterization, and in vitro testing

An in situ regenerative heart valve scaffold should present soft and elastic properties

to support the mechanical stimuli experienced by the valve, including tensile strains

of 9%–25% and tensile stresses of 21–80 kPa (stress values calculated for the pulmo-

nary valve; Equation S1).41,52,53 The scaffolds should alsomaintain a porous structure

that permits rapid cellular infiltration and tissue remodeling. Purely synthetic scaf-

folds, including supramolecular approaches, have been investigated in long-term

(up to 2 years) in vivo studies with different designs and showed mixed results.27,54

Evidence of calcium deposits and leaflet shortening suggest that these synthetic ap-

proaches suffer from excessive inflammatory responses at the biotic-abiotic inter-

face and biodegradation timescales that are mismatched to the tissue remodeling

and regeneration.55

Among these synthetic polymer-based approaches, polycaprolactone (PCL) is a

common biodegradable material used in heart valve tissue engineering.56,57 Here,

PCL was used in combination with polylactic acid (PLA) to synthesize a PLA:PCL mul-

tiblock copolymer termed PLCL, an elastomeric polyester for FibraValves. Previous

studies indicated that PLCL formulations exhibited timely biodegradation, approx-

imately 6 months in rats, and functional tissue remodeling.51 A 4,000:2,000 molec-

ular weight ratio of PLA:PCL was selected as it consistently formed fibers in the

FRJS that displayed the desired elastic properties (Figures 2 and S4). The PLA
Matter 6, 1860–1879, June 7, 2023 1863



Figure 2. Elastomer fiber scaffolds design and mechanical and structural characterization

(Ai–Aiv) PCL (Ai and Aii) and PLCL (Aiii and Aiv) fiber scaffolds displayed similar fiber morphology as seen in the SEM images.

(B and C) Both PCL and PLCL scaffolds had similar fiber diameters that spanned the nano-micrometer size range (n = 3 scaffolds with 50 fibers per

scaffold) as well as high scaffold porosity (n = 7 scaffolds).

(D and E) The scaffolds differed as the softer PLCL showed lower Young’s modulus but higher strain recovery than the PCL fibers (n = 10 scaffolds). All

error bars represent standard error of the mean.
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(hard block) and PCL (soft block) combination with equal molecular weights has been

shown to display high elasticity and moderate degradation rates.58

For all proceeding tests, PCL fiber scaffolds were used as a control. Throughout scaf-

fold production, the PLCL copolymer was spun with average fiber sizes of �1.3 mm

with fiber diameters ranging from 500 nm to 5 mm (Figures 2A and 2B). These PLCL

fibers assembled into scaffolds with porosities measuring above 80% (Figure 2C),

similar to the PCL scaffold controls. Fibrous scaffolds fabricated with PLCL showed

a Young’s modulus of �2.5 MPa and a high strain recovery of �80%, making them

softer than PCL scaffolds (�12 MPa modulus) and �20% more efficient in strain re-

covery (Figures 2D, 2E, and S5). The PLCL scaffolds are in the range of native valves

(1–12 MPa)53 but are softer than previously reported polymer-based TEHVs

(�11 MPa).27 Compared with PCL scaffolds, the PLCL fiber scaffolds demonstrated
1864 Matter 6, 1860–1879, June 7, 2023



Figure 3. Scaffolds in vitro testing reveal rapid cellular adhesion and infiltration

(A) Representative immunofluorescent images, stained for DAPI, actin, and vinculin, reveal an

improved adhesion of VICs on PLCL fibers, with stronger presence of focal adhesions (vinculin

stain). Images were taken after 2 days in vitro.

(B) Quantification of cells per area in the scaffolds shows a significant difference between the PCL

and the PLCL scaffolds at 1 week. At 4 weeks, infiltration is equivalent (n = 5 scaffolds for the PCL

and n = 10 scaffolds for the PLCL; error represents standard error of the mean).

(C) Representative H&E histology sections of VICs cultured on fiber scaffolds for 1 and 4 weeks.

PLCL scaffolds at 1 week show full-thickness infiltration of VICs and limited infiltration in PCL

scaffolds. At 4 weeks, both scaffolds show similar infiltration and formation of neotissue on the

surface.
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softer and more elastic mechanical properties while maintaining equivalent porosity

(Videos S2 and S3).

These PLCL scaffolds were designed to mimic the structural and mechanical proper-

ties of native valve ECM to withstand the hemodynamic pressures of the heart. Addi-

tionally, the scaffold material can influence cellular behavior and remodeling.59

Therefore, cellular adherence and morphology on the different scaffold types was

evaluated shortly after seeding (48 h), and cellular infiltration into the scaffolds

was quantified at 1 and 4 week time points post-seeding. Cell-based in vitro studies

utilized valvular interstitial cells (VICs) isolated from sheep heart valves. To assess

VIC adhesion and morphology, cells were seeded onto large PCL and PLCL fiber

strips (5 3 20 3 0.5 mm) and cultured for 2 days before they were stained and

imaged for vinculin and F-actin (Figure 3A). Images revealed large areas of cellular

confluence for both conditions, with more homogeneous coverage and elongated

cell morphologies for the PLCL scaffolds.
Matter 6, 1860–1879, June 7, 2023 1865
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Next, VIC infiltration into the different scaffolds was evaluated after 1 and 4 weeks of

culture to provide more information on the cell-scaffold interface. Histological sec-

tions (cut orthogonal to fiber direction) stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E)

were used for this evaluation. After 1 week of culture, a significantly higher number

of cells was observed inside the PLCL scaffolds compared with the PCL scaffolds

(Figure 3B). This increase in cell number was also characterized by a more homoge-

neous distribution evident in the H&E images (Figure 3C). After 4 weeks, both PCL

and PLCL scaffolds showed similar levels in terms of total cell population (Figure 3B).

However, the PLCL scaffolds showed a more homogeneous distribution of VICs

throughout the scaffold thickness, whereas the PCL scaffolds displayed a dense for-

mation of cells on the scaffold surface (Figure 3C). Mechanical testing of scaffolds

cultured for 4 weeks revealed slightly softer mechanical properties and similar elastic

properties to as-spun scaffolds (Figure S6). Altogether, these data revealed high

in vitro cell adhesion and proliferation for the PLCL scaffolds and their potential abil-

ity to sustain rapid endogenous cell infiltration.

FibraValve geometry design and functional testing

Recent studies investigating the function and regenerative capacity of tissue-engi-

neered valve scaffolds in long-term studies (up to 12 months) revealed the impor-

tance of appropriately designing the valve geometry.22,27,60,61 Dimensions

including leaflet curvature, leaflet length, and leaflet height (Figures 4Ai and 4Aii)

are crucial and contribute to the formation of the coaptation area, the region

where the inner (ventricle-facing) surface of the leaflets join while the valve is

closed (Figure 4Aiii). These aspects are critical in supporting valvular function and

physiological hemodynamics.22 In some implantations, failure to achieve an effec-

tive combination of these valve geometries, regardless of fabrication method,

may potentiate pathological remodeling, including leaflet retraction and valvular

incompetence.16,17,19,22,61 Based on these insights, we reasoned that FRJS’s rapid

manufacturing and design iteration capabilities could be leveraged to screen multi-

ple valve scaffold geometries and subject them to physiological pulmonary pres-

sures using an in vitro valve tester (pulse duplicator system), prior to costly in vivo

studies.

Previously, we reported synthetic fiber-based biomimetic semilunar heart valves that

lacked a sufficient coaptation area (0 mm coaptation height at the center; Fig-

ure S7).31 The lack of coaptation in the valve shape led to moderate/high regurgita-

tion in vitro (greater than 30%) and minor regurgitation in vivo (acute study in

sheep).31 Here, we sought to design FibraValves with different leaflet geometries

and sizes to vary the valves’ coaptation areas. We developed four FibraValve de-

signs: short (S), medium (M), long (L), and extra-long (XL) with different leaflet

lengths (LLs), heights (Hs), and curvatures (Rs) (Figures 4A and 4B). The M, L, and

XL designs exhibited increasing leaflet sizes and coaptation areas, while the S design

was based on the previously published valve, which showed a lack of coaptation

area.31

The M, L, and XL designs displayed coaptation areas, as adjacent leaflets touched

while at rest (Figure 4B). Despite the increased coaptation area when compared

with the S design, the FibraValve M exhibited a small opening in the center, whereas

the L and XL designs had coaptation across the full LL (Figure 4B). When subjected to

pulmonary pressures inside the pulse duplicator system, the elastic nature of the of

the PLCL valves allowed for leaflet bending in the M design that created coaptation

across the full LL, whereas the S design still possesses the central gap (Figure 4B;

Videos S4, and S5). With the coaptation across the full LL, the FibraValve M showed
1866 Matter 6, 1860–1879, June 7, 2023



Figure 4. FibraValve design and functional testing reveal optimal design geometry

(Ai–Aiii) FibraValve molds were fabricated with varied parameters in the (Ai) height (H), leaflet length (LL), diameter (D), and (Aii) radius of curvature (R).

(Aiii) These parameters combine to form different coaptation areas, the portion where the inner side of the leaflets contact each other.

(B) The valve mold was 3D printed with the indicated dimensions in preparation for fiber spinning. The valves were sized to fit inside a stent and recreate

the physiological tri-leaflet shape. Valves were subjected to in vitro functional testing in a pulse duplicator, which recreates cardiac pressures and flows.

Imaging throughout the systolic and diastolic phases shows typical leaflet movement throughout the cardiac cycle.

(C) Arterial and ventricular pressures as well as fluidic flows were recorded and are shown for the M valve design.

(D and E) For each valve design, (D) flow curves were recorded and (E) used to calculate the regurgitation levels for each FibraValve shape (n = 7 for M

and n = 2 for all other conditions; error represents standard error of the mean).
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30% regurgitation (Figures 4C–4E). Although 30% is considered moderate, a large

fraction of this regurgitation was caused by water (low viscosity compared with

blood) perfusing through the porous scaffold. When FibraValve M was spun using

a blend of polymer and gelatin (85:15 ratio) to reduce permeability, regurgitation

decreased to �16% (Figure S8). By further increasing the gelatin fraction to 60:40,

regurgitation continued decreasing to �13% (Figure S8). These results suggest

that the increased coaptation area of the M design compared with the S design

led to lower regurgitation levels.

To mitigate valve leaflet shortening observed in long-term studies,22,27,54 the

FibraValves L and XL were designed with longer and wider leaflets. However, the

larger leaflets collapsed, with the leaflets folding back onto themselves. This
Matter 6, 1860–1879, June 7, 2023 1867



Figure 5. Transapical delivery of a FibraValve into pulmonary position under fluoroscopy guidance and echocardiographic evaluation

(Ai and Aii) Upon imaging the native pulmonary root, the FibraValve delivery system was inserted and aligned to the implantation site.

(Aiii and Aiv) When in the desired position, the stent is deployed, expanding to allow for valve placement and operation.

(Av–Avi) Eventually, the stent is fully deployed, holding the replacement valve in place via radial forces pressing the native valve leaflets against the root

wall.

(Bi–Biv) Echocardiographic assessment of valve functionality in vivo showing correct leaflet motion and performance during systole (Bi and Bii) and

diastole (Biii and Biv).
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abnormal leaflet movement led to higher regurgitation, �45% for the L design and

�50% for the FibraValve XL (Figures 4B, 4D, and 4E; Videos S6 and S7). While the L

and XL designs were closer in dimension to native valve leaflets,40 their in vitro regur-

gitation levels were higher than the M design. The L and XL designs were therefore

precluded from in vivo evaluation. Altogether, these experiments identified the

FibraValve M as the design with the lowest regurgitation level in pulmonary hemo-

dynamic conditions.
FibraValve in vivo performance and post-mortem evaluation

To assess in vivo function of the FibraValve M, transcatheter pulmonary valve re-

placements were performed in two sheep. Before implantation, the valves were

crimped into a stent delivery system to enable a minimally invasive, transcatheter

approach. The implantation procedure was successful in both animals, with immedi-

ate function of the FibraValves. Contrast angiography confirmed the correct valve

positioning in the pulmonary location with the stent excluding the native leaflets

and showing appropriate performance and hemodynamic loading of the valves (Fig-

ure 5A; Video S8). However, in one animal, acute migration of the FibraValve into the

right ventricle was observed minutes after the implantation. This dislodgement was

most likely caused by a size mismatch of the stented FibraValve and the native pul-

monary artery.

The second animal remained hemodynamically stable during the entire implantation

procedure and follow up without experiencing any peri-procedural complications.

Fluoroscopy and 2D transesophageal echocardiography confirmed proper acute

FibraValve performance, no stenosis, normal leaflet motion, and adequate open-

ing-closing behavior (Figures 5B and S9; Video S9). There was a sufficient coaptation

area and minimal central regurgitation (Figures S9 and S10; Video S10). The

FibraValve was explanted after planned animal euthanasia, 1 h post-implant. Post-

mortem macroscopic evaluation further confirmed appropriate positioning of the
1868 Matter 6, 1860–1879, June 7, 2023



Figure 6. Post-mortem macroscopical and histological evaluation of implanted FibraValve

(A) Confirmation of correct positioning in situ as marked by the stent imprinting on the pulmonary artery and the presence of native leaflets.

(B–D) Macroscopic appearance of explanted FibraValve upon harvesting (B, pulmonary side view; C, ventricular side view; D, cut open FibraValve

pulmonary side view).

(E) Representative images of the H&E staining were performed on the valve cross-section. H&E staining shows retained leaflet morphology after 1 h

in vivo.

(F–H) Magnified images near the (F) tip, (G) midsection, and (H) base of the leaflet demonstrate the cellular infiltration throughout the entire leaflet

thickness.
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FibraValve in the pulmonary root without signs of stent migration, thrombus forma-

tion, leaflet tears, or rupture (Figures 6A–6D). Additionally, there were no macro-

scopic damages to the leaflet structure during the crimping and valve deployment

procedures. Qualitative histological evaluations of the explanted FibraValve

allowed the assessment of general valve morphology and cellular infiltration after

1 h. Fibrin deposition occurred on the surface of the valve (Figure 6E), while the

leaflet structure was preserved. Early host cellular adhesion was observed across

the leaflet’s histological sections, with infiltration throughout the full thickness of

the FibraValve leaflet (Figures 6F–6H). This cellular infiltration was predominantly

characterized by the presence of erythrocytes and leukocytes. Overall, the

FibraValve showed acute hemodynamic performance while allowing for initial

cellular adhesion and infiltration without losing macroscopic leaflet shape and

structure.

DISCUSSION

In this study, we tested FRJS as a manufacturing platform for fabricating heart valve

scaffolds. This production method differs from electrospinning and 3D printing sys-

tems and allows for hierarchical control of valve scaffold features from the nanoscale
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of the fibers to the centimeter scale of the valve’s geometry. Here, FibraValves were

spun in less than 10 min at production rates up to 0.2 g/min. Additionally, the micro-

and nanofiber feature sizes in the FibraValves are consistent with native ECM. The

use of 3D printing is limited as the micro- and nanoscale feature sizes require lengthy

print times to produce full-size heart valves.38 FRJS enables the fabrication of micro-

and nanofibrous heart valve scaffolds in just minutes.

Compared with our group’s previously reported JetValves,31 FibraValves displayed

deeper R in the leaflets. The deeper R is a result of the conformal deposition of FRJS

and the embossing process performed after fiber spinning. Additionally, the

FibraValve’s longer LLs created larger coaptation areas than the JetValve, helping

limit regurgitation during diastole. Both valves’ materials, PLCL fibers (FibraValve)

and poly-4-hydroxybutyrate (P4HB)/gelatin fibers (JetValve), possessed mechanical

properties within the range of native valve leaflets. However, the PLCL fiber scaffolds

showed an increased cellular infiltration rate and depth in vitro, key parameters when

facilitating tissue remodeling. Another design difference is the presence of

the JetValve’s conduit surrounding the valve leaflets, a feature not included in the

FibraValve. This conduit structure served as the connection point between the

JetValve and the stent; however, it was removed from the FibraValve to enable po-

tential future translation to the aortic valve position as well. In all, both valves intend

to rapidly produce micro- and nanofibrous heart valve replacements, but the

FibraValve displayed improvements in manufacturing, materials, and valve design.

The PLCL copolymer was synthesized to fabricate fiber scaffolds that more closely

match the elastic modulus and strain recovery behavior of the native valve. Previ-

ously, PLCL scaffolds have shown advantages in terms of in vivo cellular infiltration

and de-novo-synthesized ECM, further motivating their use in this study.51,62–64

The synthesized PLCL fiber scaffolds demonstrated relatively soft mechanical prop-

erties compared with PCL controls and previously tested supramolecular ap-

proaches27 but remained in the range of native valves (1–12MPa).53 In efforts to pro-

vide initial insights about the impact of the scaffold properties on valve remodeling

and regeneration, PLCL sheets were compared with PCL controls and tested in vitro

for cellular adhesion after 2 days and for cellular infiltration after 1 and 4 weeks. For

both cases, PLCL scaffolds performed better than PCL scaffolds, showing stronger

adhesion and higher cellular infiltration. The combination of improved cellular adhe-

sion and infiltration, as well as the material’s strain recovery and elastic behavior,

determined the selection of PLCL in the fabrication of FibraValves.

This study tested four different heart valve designs (S, M, L, and XL) fabricated with

FRJS. All valves were subjected to pulmonary hemodynamic conditions in an in vitro

pulse duplicator system. Corroborating a previous study,31 the S design showed

insufficient coaptation area, creating an opening at the center of the valve that

was too large for the elastic properties of PLCL to compensate, leading to the high-

est regurgitation fraction. In contrast, the M design, although presenting a slight

opening when positioned in the stent, exhibited complete closure and good coap-

tation under pulmonary pressures. Unfortunately, the FibraValves L and XL, de-

signed to offset potential leaflet shrinkage previously observed with other

TEHVs,27,54 failed to function properly, as leaflets were prone to folding backward

unpredictably. The poor leaflet motion of the L and XL designs led to high regurgi-

tation levels in vitro. These observations suggest prosthetic designs’ dependency on

their building material properties, as decellularized matrix-based TEHVs of similar

shapes and sizes displayed lower regurgitation levels under similar pressure condi-

tions.22 In this study, the FibraValve M design showed the lowest regurgitation levels
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when using PLCL fibers as the building block, although changing the material of

choice might yield different results when comparing different valve sizes’ regurgita-

tion levels.

To demonstrate valve functionality in vivo, we performed acute sheep studies using

the FibraValve M design for transcatheter pulmonary valve replacement. Two

stented FibraValves were successfully deployed in the pulmonary root, fully

excluding the native valve. While both valves showed proper immediate function,

one valve dislodged into the right ventricle. This displacement was most likely due

to a size mismatch between the native annulus and the stented FibraValve and was

not related to the structural integrity or performance of the valve. The second

FibraValve performed as expected after delivery without peri- or post-procedural

complications. Both leaflet motion and coaptation area were sufficient, with minimal

central regurgitation, and there were no signs of paravalvular leakage or stenosis.

During the 1 h implant, the PLCL scaffolds supported initial cellular attachment,

with full-depth cellular infiltration into the scaffold as the polymer maintained its

structure throughout the study duration. These in vivo findings were consistent

with the in vitro study observations, suggesting the translatability of a rigorous

in vitro experimentation process.

For the long-term success of these valves, the degradation kinetics of the synthetic

scaffolds must complement the native tissue’s infiltration and remodeling timescale

in a way that maintains valve functionality. Previous work detailing chronic in vivo

studies of PLCL implants yielded timescales to full degradation on the order of

12 months.51 However, the bioresorption rate can depend on the PCL:PLA ratio

in the copolymer. Additionally, the monomer domains in the PLCL copolymer

have been shown to degrade at different rates, as the faster degradation of the

caprolactone moieties could potentially lead to changes in material behavior.

Another variable affecting the degradation profile of FibraValves is the range of fi-

ber diameters. Thicker fibers degrade more slowly, possibly offering continued

structural support but also creating the potential for downstream reactions such

as calcifications or leaflet contraction. Observations from these extended studies

may inform polymer selection and design to maintain the desired valvular perfor-

mance on a timescale that allows for complete native remodeling. To this end,

chronic in vivo studies in the pulmonary valve position of large-animal models

are necessary to gather the degradation kinetics in the unique, high-shear environ-

ment of the heart.
Conclusions

Current valve replacement options do not provide the necessary long-term solutions

for pediatric patients with valvular diseases, while current manufacturing platforms

are unable to produce effective regenerative replacements. Here, we show that

FRJS can serve as a biofabrication method for implantable heart valves. The

manufacturing platform recreates complex valve scaffolds and recapitulates the

structure from nano- to centimeter scales in a customizable and cost- and time-effi-

cient manner. Micro- and nanofiber-based FibraValves were fabricated from an

elastic polymer, PLCL, into customized trileaflet valve geometries. These valves

were spun in less than 10 min, showed adequate in vitro performance, and sustained

acute in vivo functionality in a large-animal model. Moving forward, chronic studies

will be used to assess the long-term efficacy of these synthetic scaffolds in promoting

native-like tissue remodeling and maintaining one-way flow throughout the cardiac

cycle. In summary, these results indicate that the FRJS could represent a viable
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manufacturing platform for regenerative heart valve scaffolds and future medical

implants.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Resource availability

Lead contact

Please contact Dr. Kevin Kit Parker (kkparker@g.harvard.edu) for any queries.

Materials availability

The materials generated in this study are available from the corresponding author

upon request.

Data and code availability

The data and code are available upon reasonable request.

Materials

All reagents were commercially available and used without further modification

unless otherwise stated. Materials for the synthesis of the PLCL polymer, including

(3S)-cis-3,6-dimethyl-1,4-dioxane-2,5-dione; polycaprolactone diol (Mn �2,000);

tin(II) 2-ethylhexanoate; hexamethylene diisocyanate; 1,4-dioxane (anhydrous);

diethyl ether (anhydrous); 1,1,1,3,3,3-hexafluoro-2-propanol (HFIP); and chloro-

form, were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA).

PLCL synthesis

Amultiblock copolymer, PLCL (PLA:PCL, MW=�220 kDa), was synthesized by poly-

merization of a PLA:PCL triblock copolymer via urethane bond formation using hex-

amethylene diisocyanate as linker. To form a PLA:PCL triblock copolymer, polycap-

rolactone diol (10 g) was dried under vacuum and mechanical stirring for 45 min at

90�C. After the polycaprolactone diol was dried, (3S)-cis-3,6-dimethyl-1,4-

dioxane-2,5-dione (20 g) was added at 140�C, followed by the addition of tin(II)

2-ethylhexanoate (300 mL) and stirring for 2 h. The obtained polymer was dissolved

in chloroform (150 mL), precipitated from diethyl ether (1 L), and collected via filtra-

tion as a white solid. Under nitrogen atmosphere and mechanical stirring, the

PLA:PCL triblock copolymer (20 g) was dissolved in anhydrous 1,4-dioxane

(150 mL), followed by the addition of tin(II) 2-ethylhexanoate (300 mL) and hexam-

ethylene diisocyanate (400 mL). The solution was heated up at 85�C and allowed

to stir for 4 h. The polymer was precipitated from methanol (1 L) and filtered to

yield a white solid. Lastly, the resulting white blocks were dried under vacuum prior

to fiber production.

FRJS

The FRJS setup consists of a custom machined aluminum reservoir (diameter =

63 mm) perforated with three cylindrical orifices (diameter = 400 mm) (Figure S1).38

The reservoir’s interior is hollow to allow air to travel through its opening (Fig-

ure S1).38 This custom-built reservoir was mounted to the shaft of a brushless

motor oriented horizontally (E3000 Motor, Nakanishi, Tochigi, Japan), where the

rotation speed ranged from 10,000 to 35,000 rpm. To create the focused air

flow, pressurized air was directed into a 3D-printed piece that converged three air

inputs into one focused stream that was directed through the rotating reservoir

and toward the collection mandrel. (Figures 1C and S1). After synthesis of the poly-

mer, PLCL was dissolved at 8% (w/v) in HFIP, loaded into 50 mL syringes, and

extruded using an automated syringe pump (PHD Ultra, Harvard Apparatus,

Holliston, MA, USA) at rates of 1–2 mL/min via tubing into the rotating reservoir.
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PCL (�Mn 80,000, Sigma-Aldrich) was dissolved at 6% w/v in HFIP and spun under

the same conditions. The FRJS system was placed in a ventilated gloved-box

hood for solvent evaporation.

FibraValve manufacturing

FibraValve mandrels were designed with SolidWorks (Waltham, MA, USA) and 3D

printed. Mandrels were then mounted to the shaft of a brushless motor, positioned

20 cm from the spinning reservoir, and rotated at 2,000 rpm to enable circumferential

collection of PLCL fibers. FibraValves were fabricated with an average wall thickness

of �0.5 mm. After spinning, FibraValves were placed in a ventilated chemical hood

for at least 1 h to allow for solvent evaporation. The valves were then embossed using

a 3D-printed mold complimentary to the FibraValve spinning target mold in order to

deepen the R of the leaflet belly. Valves were embossed at 42�C for 2 h. Lastly, the

valves were removed from the collectionmandrel, and the leaflets were cut and sepa-

rated with surgical scissors, revealing the final trileaflet shape (Figure S2).

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)

Fiber scaffolds were removed from collectors, mounted on SEM stubs, and sputter

coated with 10 nm platinum/palladium (Pt/Pd) using an EMS 300T Sputter Coater

(Quorum Technologies, Lewes, UK) to minimize charge accumulation during imag-

ing. The samples were imaged using a Zeiss SUPRA 55 field-emission SEM (Zeiss,

Oberkochen, Germany) at a voltage of 5 kV.

Porosity measurements

Scaffold porosity was measured using a previously published liquid displacement

method commonly used for porous tissue engineering scaffolds.65 Briefly, the scaf-

folds are submerged in a graduated cylinder with a liquid of a known volume (V1),

thereby increasing the volume to a new value that is the combination of V1 and the

volume of the fiber scaffold (V2). Ethanol was used to penetrate the PCL and PLCL

scaffolds without shrinking or swelling them. The ethanol-filled scaffolds were then

removed from the cylinder, and the displaced liquid was measured (V3). A porosity

value could then be calculated using the following equation:

Porosity =
ðV1 � V3Þ
ðV2 � V3Þ (Equation 1)

Porosity values are reported as a percentage.

Mechanical testing

Mechanical properties were measured using a CellScale BioTester (Waterloo, ON,

Canada) with 2.5 N load cells. Samples were cut in rectangular shapes (5 3

20 mm) with a thickness of �0.5 mm, hydrated with phosphate-buffered saline

(PBS; Gibco, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA), andmounted for uniaxial

testing on the system using clamps. Tensile testing was performed up to 10% strain

at a strain rate of 10% for 20 cycles. Measurements were performed at 37�C in PBS.

Stress-strain curves were plotted for each sample, and Young’s modulus was calcu-

lated in the linear region. The strain recovery was quantified as the strain percentage

recovered prior to reaching the toe region, defined as the flat region of the stress-

strain curve and low strains (Figure S5).

VIC harvesting

VICs were isolated from pulmonary heart valve leaflets of adult sheep obtained

from a slaughterhouse (Blood Farms, Groton, MA, USA). Leaflet tissues were cut

in small pieces and plated in Petri dishes with collagenase II (Sigma-Aldrich) at a
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concentration of 425 U/mL for 5 min to remove the outer layer of valvular endothelial

cells. The leaflets were then moved to fresh collagenase solutions and incubated

for 3 h to remove the VICs. These VICs were plated and expanded until they

reached confluency. Upon their confluency, the cells were passaged, expanded,

and stored frozen until further use. Isolated cells were expanded in Advanced

Dulbecco’s modified Eagle medium/F-12 (Sigma-Aldrich), supplemented with

10% fetal bovine serum (Invitrogen, Waltham, MA, USA), 1% GlutaMAX (Invitrogen),

and 1% penicillin-streptomycin (Invitrogen), and cultured in a cell incubator at 37�C
and 5% CO2.
In vitro cell infiltration studies

Fiber scaffolds were cut into rectangular shapes (5 3 20 mm) with a thickness of

�0.5 mm, bonded to the bottom of 6-well plates using nail polish on both ends,

and sterilized using UV for 30 min and 70% ethanol washes. To avoid bacterial

and fungal contamination, the samples were then incubated with a solution of

PBS, 10% penicillin-streptomycin, and 0.1% amphoteric solution for 30 min. Scaf-

folds were then rinsed and dried before being seeded with 1.5 M cells per square

centimeter. To increase cell adhesion, cells were first seeded onto the scaffolds at

high concentration in �100 mL media. After 30 min of incubation, additional media

were added to fully submerge the scaffolds. Thereafter, media were changed every

2 days for up to 4 weeks of culture.
Immunofluorescent staining

Scaffolds were washed twice in PBS (Gibco, Thermo Fisher Scientific), excised from

their culture wells, and then fixed for 15 min in 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA; Electron

Microscopy Sciences, Hatfield, PA, USA). Next, samples were washed 3 times in PBS

and then incubated for 15 min in 0.05% Triton X-100 (Sigma-Aldrich). Samples were

then washed 3 times with PBS. Next, scaffold samples were incubated in a solution

of rabbit anti-vinculin (1:200 concentration in PBS; Abcam, Cambridge, UK) for 2 h

at room temperature. Following primary incubation, samples were washed 3 times

in PBS and incubated in a solution of rabbit immunoglobulin G (IgG; H + L) conju-

gated to Alexa Fluor 633 (at 1:200 concentration in PBS; Life Technologies, Carls-

bad, CA, USA) for 2 h at room temperature. This solution also included Alexa Fluor

546 phalloidin (1:200 concentration; Life Technologies) and 40,6-diamidino-2-phe-

nylindole dihydrochloride (DAPI; 1:200 concentration in PBS; Invitrogen). After sec-

ondary staining, samples were washed 3 times in PBS, mounted on glass coverslips

in Prolong Gold anti-fade agent (Life Technologies), and imaged using a confocal

microscope (Olympus Corporation, Tokyo, Japan).
Histology

Samples were fixed in 4% formalin and embedded in paraffin. Using a sliding micro-

tome at room temperature, 10- to 20-mm-thick slices were cut along the cross-sec-

tion of scaffold samples. Finally, slices were stained with H&E prior to imaging.
In vitro FibraValve functionality tests

FibraValve sampleswere sutured onto 28mmnitinol stents andpositioned into custom-

made holders for mounting in a pulse duplicator (ViVitro Labs, Victoria, BC, Canada). A

cardiac waveform at 72 beats per minute and a pressure of 30 mmHg were set to

recreate physiologic pulmonary conditions for testing the valve scaffolds. FibraValve

functionality was tested for up to 7 days. Regurgitation and cardiac output could then

be calculated to assess the overall performance of the prostheses.
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Delivery system and crimping procedure

To enable transapical delivery of the FibraValves, a custom-made hydraulic delivery

system was designed and manufactured by CARAG AG (Baar, Switzerland). The sys-

tem comprised a 14 mm stainless-steel capsule to accommodate the loaded valve

and a flexible delivery catheter. Delivery tests were performed on all FibraValves

(n = 2) prior to implantation.
FibraValve in vivo transcatheter implantation and evaluation

The animal study was conducted at the Musculoskeletal Research Unit (MSRU) at

the Vetsuisse Faculty of the University of Zurich. Animals received humane care in

accordance with the ‘‘principles of laboratory animal care’’ and the ‘‘guide for the

care and use of laboratory animals’’ of the National Institutes of Health. All pro-

cedures received the approval of the Cantonal Veterinary Office (license number

ZH_111_2019) and were performed in accordance with the European Union

guidelines (86/609/EEC) and Swiss Federal animal protection law and ordinance.

Feasibility, safety, and acute performance of the FibraValves were evaluated in

two sheep (white alpine sheep, 55–60 Kg) selected based on their annulus size

(25.0 G 1 mm at peak systolic pressure).

Anesthesia was induced by intravenous injection of ketamine hydrochloride (Keta-

sol-100 ad us. vet.; Dr. E. Graeub AG, Bern, Switzerland; 3 mg/kg) in combination

with midazolam (Dormicum; Roche Pharma AG, Reinach, Switzerland; 0.2 mg/kg)

and propofol (Propofol-Lipuro 1%; B. Braun Medical AG, Sempach, Switzerland;

2–5 mg/kg). After intubation, anesthesia was maintained by positive pressure venti-

lation (fresh gas flow 1–1.5 L/min, 12–15 breaths/min, tidal volume 10–15 mL/kg,

FiO2 0.5) of 2%–3% isoflurane in an oxygen-air mixture and a continuous infusion

pump applying propofol (2–4 mg/kg/h). Throughout the procedure, the animals

received a continuous intravenous infusion of sufentanil (Sufenta Forte, Janssen-

Cilag AG, Zug, Switzerland; 0.05 mg/kg/h). Prior to valve delivery, animals were anti-

coagulated with a bolus injection of Na-Heparin (B. Braun Medical AG) to achieve an

activated clotting time of 200–210 s.

The animals underwent surgery through anterolateral-thoracic access and ante-

grade approach at the third intercostal space. After mini-thoracotomy and peri-

cardiotomy, the right ventricular apex was punctured with two purse-string

sutures, and the valve delivery system was inserted under fluoroscopy (Allura

FD 20/20, Philips Electronics, Amsterdam, the Netherlands). A baseline contrast

angiography was performed to assess the native pulmonary valve and root. After

correct positioning of the device, the valve was released under fluoroscopy

guidance.

Planned follow ups for all animals (n = 2) were 60 min after implantation. Trans-

esophageal echocardiography (iE33W xMATRIX Ultrasound, Philips Healthcare)

and angiography were performed immediately after deployment and before

euthanasia. A secondary device recorded a projection of the ultrasound equip-

ment. The videos were processed using Adobe Premiere Pro (v.22.5.0, San

Jose, CA, USA). Videos were stabilized using the Warp Stabilizer function to miti-

gate any drift and camera movement. The stabilization function’s result setting

was set to ‘‘no motion’’ to remove camera motion from the frames. Additionally,

the method setting was ‘‘position,’’ meaning that key features were held at con-

stant positions from frame to frame during the stabilization process.
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At the end of the follow-up period, the animals were euthanized with an overdose

of Na-pentobarbital (75 mg/kg, intravenous delivery), and the heart was har-

vested for further analysis. The study did not include randomization or blind

investigation.
Post-mortem evaluation

After euthanization, the heart was removed, and the FibraValve was macroscopically

examined for tissue integrity and then processed using histological analysis (Bench-

mark, Ventana Medical Systems, Oro Valley, AZ, USA) to assess polymer composi-

tion and early cellular infiltration. Leaflet samples were fixed in 4% PFA and pro-

cessed as previously described. The tissue sections were analyzed using H&E

staining, imagedwith bright-fieldmicroscopy, and assessed with Pannoramic Viewer

software (3DHistech, Budapest, Hungary).
Statistical analyses

Statistical analyses were conducted using SigmaPlot (v.12.0, Systat Software, Chi-

cago, IL, USA). One-way ANOVA on ranks with post hoc multiple comparison Dunn’s

test or Student’s t test was used where appropriate for histological data analyses.

Quantitative data are presented as mean G standard error of the mean, and signif-

icance was considered for p <0.05.
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